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to render them as useful as they might have&een, considering the To what purpose these notes were afterwards applied, has never been ascertained :?But we verily believe that both the author and the public will be benefited by the operations of the thief. Learning may have lost?but knowledge has been gained by the accident. Dr. B. could have had but little personal experience, ten years ago, as compared with the present, in the science and treatment of insanity. The loss of his manuscripts has thrown him more on his own resources; and it would be well for medicine if a thief were always in the way, when an author first steps out to have an interview with that important personage, the printer! Dr. Burrows has divided his work into five parts, and each of these parts are subdivided into commentaries. We can see no real necessity for the division into parts, because there are no natural distinctions between them?the commentaries being quite sufficient for localising the various points of discussion.
The first part, occupying 245 pages of letter-press, and embracing the important subject of Etiology in all its various bearings, together with commentaries on the states of the nervous and vascular systems?hemorrhages, complications of insanity with other diseases, metastases, consequences, &c. would, in strict justice, demand an entire article in this Journal. Fifteen years exercise has not opened to us the royal road in reviewing. We cannot despatch a large volume in two or three pages according to the modern " march of intellect," which indeed is more like the aerial flight of a balloon than the sober pace of literature or science. In these gazeous excursions, the land may be distinguished from the water?the mountain from the valley?or perhaps the city from the country ; but all other and minute features of the scene are veiled from the sight. It is so with modern reviewing. Instead of exhibiting the minute features of a work, not even the leading characters are portrayed. In short,?to eulogise or condemn a publication, unread?if not unseen?is no uncommon practice in these days of venality, licentiousness, and personal rancour.
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Insanity. 3 We shall not dwell on the " introduction" to the work, nor enquire whether " madness is one of the curses imposed by the wrath of the Almighty on his people for their sins." Dr. B. we understand, has been censured for this ex- pression, having forgotten to give his authority (Deuteronomy) prehended."* It is rather mortifying to think that, even in the year 1827, it was publickly maintained in some of our best medical societies of this metropolis? and by men who are charged with the instruction of medical youth?that insanity might exist as a purely mental disease, and quite independent of corporeal disorder!! This fact proves how ill understood is the subject of insanity, even among the better informed classes of the profession.
Commentary the First?Moral Causes.
The causes of insanity are now pretty generally agreed to be moral and physical.
" Every impression on the sensorium, through the external senses, and every passion in excess, may become a moral cause of insanity. Thus all, however opposite, act as exciting causes, and will produce this result: joy and grief, anger and pain, love and hatred, courage and fear, temperance and ebriety, repletion and inanition, application and indolence, may have the same effect. Vices, also, which occasion changes in the physical constitution, act as remote moral causes, and induce mental derangement." 9.
All moral impressions affecting the feelings act first on the brain and nervous system?then on the heart and vascular system, which latter re-act on the 
